War at Home
In history, the children will learn about how WW2
impacted the local area. We will look at how
agriculture and industry changed as a result of WW2,
how the role of women changed during WW2 and
explore Windrush.

Construction/Mechanics
The children will explore different designers and
explore electrical systems. They will learn to use a
junior hacksaw and a bench hook safely to construct
a chassis using butt joints. They will also explore
different axel designs and learn how to use an
electrical circuit to power their mechanical vehicle.

Basketball
During our basketball unit, the pupils will apply
aspects of fitness to the game such as power,
strength, agility and coordination. They will choose
and implement a range of strategies to play
defensively and offensively. They will grasp more
technical aspects of the game.

Computing

PSHE

Music and Me
The children will be learning to create their own
music inspired by their identity and women in the
music industry.

3D modelling
The children will develop their knowledge and
understanding of using a computer to produce 3D
models. By the end of the unit, pupils will be able to
modify 3D objects, make their own name badge, make
a desk tidy, plan 3D models and make their own model.

Relationship and Sex Education
During summer 1, we will complete our RSE topic. We
will learn about emotional changes in puberty. We will
also learn about the biology of conception using age
appropriate resources. Finally, we will learn about
pregnancy and birth. The children will learn about how
babies develop in the womb and how they are born.
Lessons will be supported using bespoke animated
videos which are created as part of a national scheme.

RE

In maths, the children will be completing their
learning on ratio and proportion. We shall also learn
about solving problems with two unknowns, the order
of operations and finding the mean. We will also be
focusing on consolidating our learning so far this year.

Design and
Technology

In our writing lessons we will be writing for
a variety of purposes. We will be
developing our consistency in the quality
of our writing.

Music

In our reading sessions, we will be focusing
on answering questions about our
impressions, summarising and justifying
opinions with evidence from the text.

Living things and their Habitats
In science, we will be learning about how living things
are classified and why, make keys for classifying and
identify scientific evidence that has been used to
support or refute ideas or arguments.

The Journey of Life
We will look at what circumstances change things in
people’s lives, why people are admired due to their
qualities, why some special moments in people’s lives
are marked by religious ceremonies and how nonreligious people mark special times.

Spanish

Science

This half term we will be reading ‘The Bear
and the Piano’ by David Litchfield, ‘Black
and British’ by David Olusoga and
‘Windrush Child’ by Benjamin Zephaniah.
We will then study ‘The Listener’ by
Walter De La Mare.

PE

History

Maths

Reading

Writing
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Spanish
In Spanish, children will be learning to communicate
their levels of like and dislike, be able to name some
instruments and identify different types of music, use
an online dictionary to look up new nouns and to ask
and say which instruments they play.

RESPECT (Resilience, Excellence, Success, Pride, Equality, Care, Teamwork)

